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NAMES IN THE TWO NOBLE KINSMEN 
taken from All the Words on Stage: A Complete Pronunciation Dictionary for the Plays of William 

Shakespeare by Louis Scheeder and Shane Ann Younts 
 

NAME PRONUNCIATION WHEN ELIDED 
 
Arcas AHR-kuhs 
Arcite AHR-seyet Some modern productions pronounce the name with a hard 'k', but  

Chaucer and Henslowe use spelling variants that suggest the 'c' is 
soft. (Arsett, arset, harset, etc). 

Artesius ahr-TEE-shuhs 
Capaneus KAAP-uh-NEE-uhs 
Creon KREE-ahn 
Emilia i-MEEL-ee-uh i-MEEL-yuh 
Flavinafluh-VEE-nuh 
Hippolyta hi-PAH-li-tuh 
Palamon PAAL-uh-mahn PAAL-mahn 
Pirithous peye-RI-thoh-uhs PEYE-ri-thus or -thoos 
Rycas REYE-kuhs 
Sennois SEH-noyz 
Theseus THEE-see-uhs THEE-syuhs 
Valerius vuh-LI-ree-uhsvuh-LI-ryuhs 
 
 

LATIN 
 

Proh deum, medius fidius proh DAY-oom, MEHD-ee-oos FID-ee-oos  (oom as in boot, oos 
as in book) 
 
Quo usque tandem! kwoh OOS-kway TAHN-dehm (oos as in book) 
 
Dii boni! DEE-ee BAHN-ee 
 
Cum multis aliis koom MOOL-tees AHL-i-ees (oo as in book) 
 
Dii deaeque omnes DEE-ee day-EYE-kway AHM-nays 


